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first edition of Urban Art Fair in new york
From june 29 to july 03, 2017 at spring studios
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN NEW YORK, A FAIR EXCLUSIVELY DEDICATED TO
URBAN ART WILL BE HELD AT SPRING STUDIOS
Preview VIP and press on Thurday 29th of June
Launched for the first time in Paris in 2016, Urban Art Fair has become a must key event
of urban art movement. In June, Urban Art Fair will present its first edition in New York, the
birthplace of graffiti, to continue highliting leading street art galleries and the best artists of
the history from all over the world. The fair will present a selection of historic and prestigous
galleries but also an exhibit dedicated to urban fashion and the revival of the legendary FUN
Gallery.

Panorama of Urban Art Fair | Paris 2017
Launched for the first time in Paris in 2016, Urban Art Fair has become a special rendez-vous
for street art in France. In 2016 and 2017, Urban Art Fair | Paris attracted around 20.000 visitors
and generated a total amount of 1,400,000 euros turnover in 2016 and 20% more in 2017 from
galleries’ sales. A huge success among critics, buyers, sellers and the public, Urban Art Fair
prevailed as the rendez-vous for the urban art market.
For its second edition of Urban Art Fair took place from April 20 to 23, 2017 has gathered around
thirty French and international galleries specialized in urban art, presenting the works of around
200 artists, at « Le Carreau du Temple » in Paris. This year and for the first time, the fair also
happened in « L’Espace Commines » with an exhibition titled « Cannot be bo(a)rdered » and
has displayed an itinerary of outdoor projects. Entitled « Graffiti Art Covers Collection », an
exhibition organized in partnership with Graffiti Art Magazine presented around ten iconic pieces
that were on the cover of the contemporary urban art magazine. A cycle of screenings around
urban art history took place in the Auditorium of “Le Carreau du Temple”: from the beginning of
the graffiti in NYC to contemporary muralism. Shown in Europe for the first time during Urban
Art Fair | Paris 29017, the exhibition « Cannot Be Bo(a)rdered » welcomes visitors for free
from April 21 until May 7, 2017 in l’Espace Commines. Using skateboards as a main medium,
« Cannot be Bo(a)rdered » explores popular subcultures through the works by thirty artists and
collectives from Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia. French artists will be invited to collaborate
and enrich this exhibition.
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A journey through urban art
Spring Studios - New York
This year in New York for the first time, Urban Art Fair will continue highlighting leading street art
galleries and artists from all over the world. The fair will widen our reach with new additions and
allow history to continue to be written. By identifying the core of this practice, we watch it transform,
become increasingly complex and synthetize with a constant change of environment. Visitors will
be welcomed at Spring Studios to enter into the personal creative universes of the artists by linking
their vision and artistic technique with their unsystematic form of creation. This channel from the
street to galleries is the purpose of the fair’s ambition, especially for this New Yorker edition; inviting
visitors to learn, appreciate and make this art their own. Urban Art Fair gathers worldwilde artists
and galleries at a converging point, the art market. This artistic and commercial endeavor seeks to
support future projects, integrating their world into our walls in Europe and North America.

New York City - The birthplace of graffiti
In the early 70’s, New York became the pioneer of the street art and became rapidly the city symbol
of this extraordinary underground movement. Given the artistic, economic and social phenomenon
that urban art represents, it is essential these days to see it as a deep cultural root for our societies
and to dedicate a major professional and cultural rendez-vous to it. Our wish is to expand and
create market places all around the world and pass through iconic and special places of the history
as New York represents.
For its first edition in New York, the fair will offer a selection of historic and prestigous galleries both
international and French. Jonathan LeVine Gallery, Red Birds Galleries, Taglialatella Galleries,
The Bushwick Collective, Fabien Castanier Gallery and WALLWORKS NY will be presented
right by side some of the best european galleries like Brugier-Rigail, Urban Spree and others with
some very expected solo shows: Hopare (Galerie 42b) and Levalet (Galerie Joel Knafo Art). The
fair will hightlighted the most historic street artists such as Banksy, CRASH, Seen, Keith Haring,
Invader and many others... Outsiders like ART IN THE GAME and PDP Gallery will be also present.
A selection of the best photography work, which tracing the history of street art, of Martha Cooper
and Henry Chalfant will be also displayed. They will be invited as guests of honnor at Urban Art Fair
| New York 2017 for their memory work.

FUN Gallery : the come back at Urban Art Fair | New York 2017
Patti Astor, the undisputed early 80’s NYC “Queen of The Downtown Scene” is bringing her
legendary FUN Gallery to life again in this Pop-Up Exhibit created exclusively for Urban Art Fair
| NYC 2017.
On display are the 14 artists who had one man shows at the FUN a line-up that will never be
equalled. Their story will be told via original artwork, flyers, video, music and the photographers
who were there to capture history. Top photographers from Punk Rock, Art and Hip Hop Martha
Cooper, Henry Chalfant, Jimmy DeSana, Marcia Resnick, Maripol, Tseng Kwong Chi, David
Armstrong, Anita Rosenberg, Ricky Powell and Michael Marcos, many others including snaps
from Patti’s personal collection will put you on the scene. A rare group of artwork by FUN artists
from the time will be for sale. This upstart tenement gallery, the first in the East Village, created
by Patti Astor and her partner Bill Stelling was only in existence for four years (1981-85) but
changed the art world forever. Live performances, both planned and spontaneous, will add to
the party. Come meet Patti and check out “the original and still the best” - FUN Gallery.
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Exhibitors 2017
Galerie 42b (Paris)
PDP Gallery (Paris)
Bel Air Fine Art (Geneva)
The Bushwick Collective (New York)
ART IN THE GAME (London)
Fabien Castanier Gallery (Miami)
The FUN Gallery (New York)
Galerie Brugier-Rigail (Paris)
Green Flowers Art Gallery (Paris)
H Gallery (Paris)
Joël Knafo Art (Paris)
Jonathan LeVine Gallery (Jersey City)
Markowicz Fine Art (Miami)
Over The Influence (Hong Kong)
Red Bird Galleries (New York)
Web Gallery / Stephen Snyder (New York)
Taglialatella Galleries (New York, Paris)
Urban Spree (Berlin)
Galerie Wallworks NY (New York, Bronx)
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urban art fashion exhibit
« Urban influence »
Urban Art Fair and Les Nouveaux Créateurs (The New Designers) are debuting their first fashionfocused exhibition, Urban Art Fashion Exhibit.
The exhibit highlights the various creative interactions between urban art and the fashion industry.
Street artists from Urban Art Fair such as JonOne and Lek and progressive fashion designers
will collaborate to create unique pieces underlining their vision/range of the definition of “urban
fashion.”
This 5-day event will gather dynamic fashion designers, such as agnès b., and renowned artists
from around the world. It will take place in Spring Studios on the mezzanine level, offering open
views of the galleries exhibited below in Urban Art Fair.
To create a unique and exclusive atmosphere, separate from Urban Art Fair, original installations
and sets will be designed specifically for the fashion exhibition by one of the most famous street
artists in the international scene.

pratical information
SPRING STUDIOS
From the 29th of June to the 03rd of July, 2017
Opening hours:
Friday 30th of June and Saturday 01st of July from 11 am to 10 pm
Sunday 02nd of July 2017 from 11 am to 9 pm
Monday 03rd of July 2017 from 11 am to 3 pm
Press preview & VIP: Thursday 29th of June from 4 pm to 6 pm
Opening reception: Thursday 29th of June from 6 pm until 10 pm
Fee: 20 dollars / Reduced fare : 15 dollars
Access: 50 Varick St., New York, NY 10013
Visit our website
Virtual visits of Urban Art Fair:
Urban Art Fair | Paris 2016
Urban Art Fair | Paris 2017
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Contacts
Fair director:
Yannick Boesso | yannickboesso@urbanartfair.fr
Show manager:

Marie Cluzet | mariecluzet@urbanartfair.fr
Exhibitors relation:
Céline Leprince | celineleprince@urbanartfair.fr
Press officer :
press@urbanartfair.com
ARTVIZOR
90, rue de la Folie Méricourt
75011 Paris

